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Summary
Taking advantage of the Encuentro Mundial de las Artes (World Arts
Conference) held in Valencia in October, 2000,1 will make a des-
criptive analysis of the progressive impoverishment in the knowled-
ge of typography (understood here in the sense of a type of printed
letter) on the part of graphic designers, of the general indifference
that has been shown over five hundred years of the printed letter
and the decolonisation of the historical and stylistic origins of avai-
lable fonts that computers are responsible for, according to com-
panies that sell them. Finally, I shall finish up by pointing out the
paradox by which Internet users, for the first time in half a century,
have finally realised that there are many types of different printed
letters.
«Type is one of the most eloquent means of expression of
each period or style. Close to architecture, it provides the
most characteristic portrait of a period and the severest testi-
mony of the intellectual level of a country.»
PETER BEHRENS
Even though it has spent 551 years, that is, ever since
the printing press was invented, carrying out its aesthe-
tic-cultural mission with the best of willingness, typo-
graphy, that is, printed letters, are still the Sleeping
Beauty of visual culture. Between its delicate formal
expression and the discretion of its five hundred year-
old abnegation, this half century of western printed
alphaberisation has gone by with so much indifference
towards typography that we have barely noticed its
mere existence, let alone the admirable diversity in the
evolution of a preferential form in our civilisation.
Owing to the fact that nowadays most cultural mat-
ters tend to be manifested in a fleeting and colourful
way I do not know whether it is reasonable to draw
attention to this prosaic phenomenon in particular.
However, I think it is worth talking about, given that I
cannot think a more appropriate, more pertinent or
more pressing design topic for Temes de Disseny in the
crucial technological times we are living today.
A few months ago, Alberto Corazón and I reach the
conclusion that among the «forms of a new civilisa-
tion» (this was the ambitious title of the debate pro-
posed by the field of Design and Architecture in the
huge Encuentro Mundial de las Artes held in Valencia
in October of the year 2000) it was necessary to take
typography into consideration as a main form of this
imminent future, as it was in previous civilisations,
expressing periods and styles to perfection, faithfully
portraying different periods and bearing witness to the
intellectual levels of the respective countries.
In any case, we anticipated that in the Encuentro
Mundial de las Artes, graphic design would not have a
lot to say. Its mere presence was enough, given that it
was the first time it would appear in a place like that
under the guidance of architecture. However, industrial
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design, which had appeared side by side with architec-
ture at the most varied of forums since 1960, had a
group of representatives (Santiago Miranda and Andre
Ricard) as pyrrhic as our own (Alberto Corazón and
myself), and the comparison was a success in itself.
Furthermore, recognition came at a delicate time in
which, to use a euphemism, graphic design had become
«democratised». Indeed it no longer strictly belongs to
us given that, in the same way as young people before
and after coming of age, has become emancipated,
having overcome the professional field and having
become an activity of the masses and one of the
favourite hobbies in telematic society.
Owing to the generalised use of computers and
thanks to how easy it is to use the superb features they
have to offer, professionals working in the field of
graphic design no longer hold the reins of it because
the transformation process it has undergone is similar
to that of driving a car. What began as a field reserved
for professionals is now common practise and chauf-
feurs, even though they drive better than most people,
are almost a negligible minority among a mass of driv-
ers, many of whom, to make matters worse, wait until
the weekend to get behind the wheel. I am referring to
the fearsome Sunday drivers. As far as graphic design
is concerned, one only has to look on streets, main
roads, motorways, in shops, at newspaper stands, in
department stores and discotheques in order to realise
that there are also a lot of «Sunday designers», far too
many in fact.
Even the most disparate of social misfits (rebellious
squatters, anti-parliamentary activists, drug addicts and
rebels without a cause) take great pains to help spread
the foolish idea that drawing colourful letters that are
shaded and intertwined all over the walls of the city and
on the sides of public transport - especially those that
have just been painted - is no longer a domain that is
exclusive to designers, but also a terrorist «design» act.
It is obvious that one of the most efficient means of
articulating policies of attention, preservation and
strengthening of the typographic design of all times is
by recognising its most notable authors and creators.
Unfortunately, besides possibly Aldo Manuzio,
Giambattista Bodoni, Benjamin Franklin and sir Stan-
ley Morison (described in history books as printers
rather than designers) and to a certain extent, Milton
Wolff (the only graphic designer who went beyond his
profession, and as the inventor of the lightning con-
ductor - and «editor in chief» of the North American
Constitution in 1776 - he held a position of public
responsibility. He was a commander of the Internation-
al Brigades in the Spanish Civil War, although the sur-
prising article on him in El País Semanal on the 18th of
February 2001, issue 1.273, forgot to mention his first
vocation for graphic design, which, according to Alvah
Bessie in his book Men of War, he studied in Brooklyn,
most probably in the Pratt Institute), graphic designers
are not really taken into account when it come to mak-
ing decisions, except, for a few experts in strategies of
brand identity who have been specially trained to carry
out consultancy duties.
«Types are the key to our culture and possibly also
the picklock to our heart.»
BROR ZACHRISSON
In this scene of the film Sunset Boulevard, Erich von Stroheim is wearing an
elegant uniform as the private chauffeur of Gloria Swanson and in the com-
pany of William Molden.
Once the first aim has been identified, in the
Encuentro Mundial de las Artes we thought it may be
enough, just to remind the audience that in spite of the
global indifference that has been shown over five typo-
graphic centuries, some of the forms that are characte-
ristic to our civilisation -1 was not considering the new
forms, that were precisely what were being discussed -
were in fact devised by graphic designers or by their
predecessors, graphic artists, draughtsmen, model
makers or printers.
Without doubt, the most characteristic, and also the
first form, is the book, an object which has scarcely
changed at all over 500 years of constant graphic evolu-
tion. It is almost identical to incunabula, and neither
engineers, architects and industrial designers have med-
dled with its original design. The pages with printed let-
ters on larger (A4-sized) or smaller (paperback-sized)
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sheets of paper, the sections sown onto leather, card or
cardboard covers with a flat or baguette spine were all
thought up by people like Aldo Manuzio, printer and
brilliant embezzler of hearts, if we take Zachrisson's
lovely metaphor into account.
Another characteristic form is the newspaper, made
up of columns of between five and eight typographic
texts per page, depending on the tabloid format, with
photographs and engravings in black on poor-quality
white paper. The composition laid out in columns of
the same width is a typographic anachronism that
could be avoided, yet the newspaper, as much as it has
been designed and redesigned, has never abandoned its
origins. Not even the wasteful use of colours that are
employed to make the polychrome civilisation we live
in today dares to completely defile the closed field of
those symbolic pages. Nor have engineers, architects or
industrial designers meddled with it. It is yet another
creation that is specific to graphic design and an
almost exclusive patrimony of Stanley Morison and
Antoni Cases.
The exact same thing occurs with magazines,
posters and labels. Labels are decisive elements that
enable us to identify a product of consumption, and by
extension, the packaging, container or wrapping,
whether we are talking about a box of biscuits or a CD.
A well-designed label stuck to a bottle (and that does
not mean that without it, it may be even more beauti-
ful) and the author of that characteristic form of our
civilisation is once again the most artisan version of the
graphic designer, from O. W. Haddank to Primo Angeli,
with the legion of anonymous labourers in between,
like the author of the label of Anís del Mono (anisette),
who was apparently the father-in-law of one of the
owners; anyone except a couturier, an engineer, an
architect or an industrial designer.
With the same or a similar list of names, postage
stamps, visiting cards, film credits, the covers of televi-
sion programmes and some web sites have been elabo-
rated, communicative variants involving graphic design
which is expressed with respectively characteristic
forms. However, when this is not in the hands of a
graphic designer, but rather an engineer, an architect or
an industrial designer, where graphics are consigned to
a subordinate action, the result is usually different.
Proof of this, are universal identifiers such as bar codes,
prices, «one's turn», credit cards or the large majority
of web sites. Years are going by and it is still hard to set
out a bar code amongst other graphics and obtain a
homogeneous end composition. It is also hard to find a
credit card with a good design (incidentally, the system-
atic awkwardness of the typographies that flaunt the
name and number of the card holder prove that they
have not been chosen by a competent designer).
In any case, the dazzling participation of graphic
design has been most decisive in creating forms of our
civilisation, such as languages like typography, pictog-
raphy and brands or identity images. As far as brands
are concerned, a speciality of graphic design which was
forged as a discipline after 1945 in the first stages of
economic and international business development, we
ought to leave the responsibility of exploiting corporate
identity, a true heraldry of that new feudal multinational
society, in the hands of globalisation and experts in the
strategy of brand identity, that have been specially
trained and which have been mentioned above.
Corporate identity has always been like a portrait,
an x-ray or a magnetic resonance of a company, some-
times brilliant self-portraits such as Mercedes Benz or
Michelin. Nevertheless, when it comes to faceless, bod-
iless and soulless companies, such as multinational
corporations and all sorts of poligenies, the task of the
«portrait artist» and the «radiographer» is becoming
automated. However, we should not be at all con-
cerned about its progress, given that design futurolo-
gists have predicted that the 21st century will be the
«century of brands».
Perhaps the most characteristic form of our civilisa-
tion, and most probably of the new one, is commercial
and road signs. Mobility may well be the main charac-
teristic of territory and the design of macrostructures
(motorways, railways, ports and airports) is as impor-
tant as the design of microstructures which is what dec-
orate it so that it can become fully integrated into the
Image of corporate identity for a family business which made sports shoes
designed by Carolyn Davidson in 1971. It would seem that this stroke
symbolises the winged sandals of Mercury, god of business and speed.
Associated until 1996 to the brand name, which refers to the goddess of
victory, Athena Nike, it has single-handedly protected its corporate identity
since then.
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landscape with its respective informative, typographic
and pictographic repertoires. These signs, that are more
often designed by engineers, architects and industrial
designers than by graphic designers also suffer - besides
logical exceptions - from the same defects: bastard
typographies, badly drawn pictograms, thick arrows,
lurid colours and supports that are either too rickety or
too excessive for the information they hold. The result
is a landscape that is unpleasant, graphically anachron-
ic and totally incompatible with the brilliant current
technological progress.
It is reasonable to say that if it is necessary to temper
the city in order to control the vicissitudes and coinci-
dences that we experience by using it in a frenetic way -
and which those who took part in the debate defined as
being labyrinthine, noisy, a common place where there is
nothing in common, where events, consumption and
even bodies brushing against each other occur, as the
interpreter of the Japanese architect Toyo Ito said,
demanding the concept of conciliation from all of those
who use it - homo sapiens, homo consumans, homo
videns and, definitively, homo tecnologicus—, one day
we will have to recognise how important graphic design
is in the city, especially the leading roles that typography
and pictography play. Above all in the imminent future
in which, according to the criteria of some town plan-
ners, the city will be basically made up of information,
because if the city is information, it will probably be
typo-pictographic and it will be necessary to invigorate
the role some brilliant graphic designers have played in
signposting since the twenties, such as the German
expressionist draughtsmen Gerd Arntz and Peter Alma,
driven by Otto Neurath - that had continuity in the
English experience led by Jock Kinneir in the sixties -
and the consecutive contributions to «metro» signpost-
ing made by Massimo Vignelli (New York, Washington
and Mexico City), Bob Noorda (Milan), Gerd Unger
(Amsterdam), Arcadi Moradell (Madrid), Josep M.
Trias (Barcelona) and Erik Spiekermann (Berlin),
amongst others, as well as some English and Australian
airports (with signposting programmes by Kinneir), and
the airports of Dallas (Henry Dreyfuss), Frankfurt (Otl
Aicher), Amsterdam (Wim Crouwell), Milan (MIT
Design), London (Pentagram) or the systematic remod-
elling of Spanish airports (Jordi Matas), amongst others.
«Types should be designed by artists, not engineers.»
WILLIAM MORRIS
One of the magnificent pictographs of expressionist style elaborated by
Peter Alma and Gerd Arntz to illustrate experimental statistics tables
applied by the Viennese sociologist Otto Neurath, an old collaborator of the
Berlin architect Peter Behrens, towards 1924. In appreciation of Jean Clair,
a 20th-century art expert, expressionism was the most permanent of the
artistic movements of the century.
One of the first road signs to be designed by a graphic designer rather
than by an engineer. Jock Kinneir highlighted that it is reasonably logical for
a graphic designer to carry out this type of work, so that the correct typo-
graphy (in this case a transition stick, a grotesque "Britainised' element),
the plausible design of direction arrows, the composition of the picto-typo-
graphical whole and the selection of colours are chosen.
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However, the coups that have been brought off by
some designers in usually hostile territories have not
managed to supersede the first position in the world ran-
king of signposting which is held by the ineffable DIN
alphabet, which must be the only one in the history of
the world, along with the alphabet of the typewriter, that
was designed by engineers. It is a mechanistic alphabet,
conditioned by a cold and rigid joints (it has got no poe-
tic-visual vibration at all) which Paul Renner, the desig-
ner of Futura and a typographic authority who was sen-
sitive to the pleasure of forms, protested against in his
day. However, it still prevails in many German signposts
and by extension, in the world that loves the cliché of
the inflexible German rationalist logic. Although it may
seem incredible, even Switzerland has not managed to
replace it with the highly superior Helvetica typography,
even though last year it was chosen by the magazine
International Design as one of the milestones of the 20th
century owing to its quality, audacity, ubiquity, autho-
rity, precision, legibility, regularity, clarity, modernness
and warmth, amongst other virtues.
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The page in the magazine International Design paying tribute to the Helveti-
ca typography, designed by Edouard Hofmann and Max Miedinger in 1956,
and deservedly underlining it as one of the best designs of the 20th century,
without drawing a distinction between industrial and graphic design.
It is true to say that the artistic and intellectual value
of typo-pictographic design has been globally rejected by
political, legislative, executive, financial, economic, reli-
gious and sports strata of society, that is, by everybody.
Except for a few exceptions, a commonplace occur-
rence is what happened to Jean Widmer, a Swiss graph-
ic designer who lives in Paris, whose considerable expe-
rience has been recognised and who was the author in
1972 of a system of secondary signs for motorways that
indicated sites of historic, landscape or cultural interest,
with an adequate Frutiger typography and a series of
complementary pictograms and arrows. He carried out
a comparative study which compiled road signs from
all over Europe so that they could be later be systemat-
ically applied to the motorways in the south of France,
he proposed reasonable criteria of standardisation and
a series of optimising recommendations that were then
ignored or distorted. After this partial failure, it is
something that needs reconsidering, not only in France,
but also throughout the whole world.
This lack of rigor is disheartening because what
defines graphic design is precisely typography, that is,
printed letters. It is its sole and modest monopoly.
While image is the patrimony of all the visual means
that surround us, typography is the genuine expression
of graphic design, its guarantee of origin and quality. It
all started five hundred years ago and some of the most
exceptional examples come from that time (Bembo and
Jenson); of the 16th century, (Garamond and Plantin),
(Baskerville and Elzevir); of the 18th, (Bodoni and
Didot); of the 19th (the Egyptians and glorious anony-
mous works) and of the 20th (Century and Franklin
towards 1900, Futura and Gill towards 1927, Times in
1931 and Helvetica in 1956).
In order to contour the aesthetic angular role that
typography plays in current information and communi-
cation processes, it should be said that the map of
typography is made up of two continents: one is upper-
case or capital letters, establish by the Palamedes, the
Greek deity, and the other is lower case or small letters,
standardised by the emperor of the Franks, Charle-
magne. Dividing these two continents is a specific par-
allel - body 24 - which, according to Stanley Morison
distinguishes typography from mere sign writing.
These areas are inhabited by humanistic typogra-
phies of Roman lineage (in memory of Latin lapidary
writing) the alphabets of which are characterised by
alternately thin and thick sticks with «shafts»,«feet»,
transversal «finishes» or «serifs». The historic factor
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1. In our time of typographic "biodiversity", the four branches of historic
typography are snapping off their trunk. From top to bottom, the first is
Garamond, in whose bastardised versions we can scarcely see the hand of
Claude Garamond; the second is Bodoni, which even though it is still withs-
tanding some programmes, still has an uncertain future; the third, Claren-
don, for example, has never been a computer font, and the fourth, Futura,
designed by Paul Renner, has become distorted forever, with sticks that
are either too thick or too thin compared to the original ones.
2. Example of some pictographs of the project designed by Jean Widmer in
1972 for the French Motorway Society. The original programme was distor-
ted and its application was incomplete and falsified, thus missing the won-
derful chance to solve the problem of co-ordinated road signs which France
still has for once and for all, along with many other countries in the world.
3. The exhibition of the anatomy of the printed letter underlines the comple-
xity involved in its design, as some signs have "eyes", "arms', "shoulders",
"ears", "legs", "spines", and "tails", rising and falling sticks, bars, terminals
and ligatures.
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that made these types coincide with the Renaissance in
the 16th century, and the paths taken since then that
have given rise to thoughts and knowledge on the pages
of printed books have given it the formal category of
classical typography.
These humanistic territories began filling up with
typographies that, without renouncing the Roman
canon, became autonomous. We have Bodoni's - which
may well be the most beautiful and elegant of them all -,
full of «regularity, clarity, good taste and grace», which
Giambattista demanded of the virtuoso of typographic
design who headed the tribe of neo-classic typographies
from 1815 and the so-called Egyptian typographies
from 1830. The subtle difference between the contrast
of thin and thick sticks or between the way «shafts»,
«feet», «finishes» or «serifs» fit together with the
strokes are genetic factors that distinguish some families
from others.
Above parallel 24, we have ethnic groups that are
generically known as «stick» or «san serif» typogra-
phies. They drew inspiration from the beautiful lap-
idary Greek writing, characterised by having an unvary-
ing stick width and a total lack of «shafts», «feet»,
«finishes» or «serifs». Having emerged in the 19th cen-
tury, their main accomplishment was to be used in the
sign writing of businesses and the composition of head-
lines in newspapers and advertisements. Over time,
these series reached extraordinary aesthetic categories,
with typographies such as those represented by John-
ston, Akzidenz, Franklin, Futura, Gill, Helvetica,
Univers, Trade, Frutiger, Meta, and so on.
Being cleaner and more functional than Roman
typography, it has been suggested that «stick» or «san
serif» typographies would make ideal technical repre-
sentations for commercial and road signs and for scien-
tific and professional publications, given that they are
the logical complement to previous and opposite
humanistic typographies that are slightly ornamented.
Unfortunately, all of this biodiversity has gone
unnoticed by the vast majority of people, to the point
where some years ago, the educational best seller of
humanistic culture was the book Sophie's World, which
was alternately composed of a type of Roman font
(Garamond) with another font (Futura) so as to be able
to clearly distinguish fictional texts from those written
by the main character, i.e. the master. In any case, only
a few readers all over the world, and even fewer critics,
noticed this typographic change. At least nobody spoke
of it, which leads us to believe that this effort went
unnoticed. It is true that one of the main principals of
typography upheld by Morison is that it is an «efficient
medium in order to reach an essentially utilitarian end
and only accidentally aesthetic, given that the visual
enjoyment of its forms is seldom the reader's main aspi-
ration.» However, despite his delicious way of express-
ing this, Morison is condemning the devastating logic
that has been fuelling this unfortunate matter since
1450: the fact that consecutive generations of readers
have completely disregarded the typographic factor
since the printing press was invented.
To make matters worse, this age-old indifference is
now becoming stronger with the computer boom,
making the powerful - yet imperceptible - typograph-
ic culture that has been built up slowly over five hun-
dred years of admirable evolution become increasingly
weaker to the point of almost dying out. The fact that
it has become so easy to substitute one type for any
other which is even more arbitrary, the flimsy equip-
ment that is then filled up with consecutive software -
that are interfered with owing to problem of royalties
and rights - and the lack of talented graphic designers
in key places where basic types are selected, is what is
directly or indirectly responsible for this process
(which could well be irreversible) of cultural decoloni-
sation of printing types.
Other less obvious yet equally important factors
that would help restore this potential typographic cul-
ture that has been serious plundered, for example the
excellence of type, body, interlettering and interlining in
the way a text is set out in a particular format, and the
way it lays out margins and shades (generally black on
white), no longer obey any kind of rules and nowadays,
typography is being dealt with in a totally anarchic
way, even among professionals, which leads to igno-
rance and insensitivity, new rules to a game to over-
come the sense of boredom created by the incredibly
vulgar leisure activities that are slowly annihilating us.
«The exact regularity of types is so enjoyable to our sight
that it is enough to make any writing seem beautiful.»
GIAMBATTISTA BODONI
Owing to this fabulous technological progress, the
crux of the matter may be that design is presented as
something that is exceedingly attainable, within every-
body's reach. Indeed, with the help of a computer it takes
place on its own and with a little initiative, anybody can
achieve surprising effects. Of course, we cannot expect
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that at the beginning of this new millennium this Utopian
recovery of typographic design as an instrument charac-
teristic of our culture, will be achieved thanks to inter-
cession of government, economic, industrial or commer-
cial institutions, let alone the media. At least formally, the
little hope that still remains lies in the hands of university
bodies, given that they organise «communication cen-
tres» in which theoretically, computer engineering and
graphic design participate more or less side by side. Or
better still, in the miraculous hands of almighty genetics,
from biomedicine through to the ever more necessary
bio-ethics or bio-aesthetics. As long as it does not invol-
ve the current scornful tendency that the culture of form
has of being grateful to design and typography for the
services they have so generously rendered since 1450.
However, we must recognise that computers do have
at least one commendable feature: thanks to general use,
in very little time they have managed to teach users
rudimentary graphics that five hundred years of typo-
graphic presence had not managed to reveal to the
vast majority of people. Computer society is becoming
vaguely aware (in a recreational way) of the fact that
letter types come in a fun variety and that we can
choose them capriciously depending on the effects we
wish to achieve, whether we are writing a report
for work, school homework, invitations to a party,
and so on.
As we can see, the current state of affairs is not all
negative. Furthermore, there is reason to believe that
from now on, graphic designers are going to be more
careful when it comes to conceiving collective and mul-
tidisciplinary projects. One encouraging indication is
that the collaboration between the renowned Dutch
architect Rem Kolhaas and the Canadian graphic
designer Bruce Mau was not only divided fairly
between them, but that it has gone beyond the limits of
an exclusive collaborator and now Ramon Prat from
Barcelona who works for Ediciones Actar and ADG-
FAD has also become part of the interdisciplinary team,
I am not sure whether at a strategic or a precise level, or
at both levels at the same time.
Another favourable symptom was seen at the
Encuentro Mundial de las Artes conference when
Toyo Ito, the author of the celebrated Sendai Munici-
pal Media Centre, confessed that his court advisor
was a graphic designer who guided him into the net-
work by using a lovely metaphor: «as if you were to
walk with your feet under water». If we consider that
the architect himself formally described his media
centre project as a liquid mass (owing to the fact that
the building is made largely of glass and therefore
looks like a fish tank) in which we find strands of
seaweed floating around (referring to the cables in
tubes that go from the first to the fourth floor of the
building), the underwater vision of his architecture
superimposed with total coherence the attitude with
which his graphic designer friend programmed access
to Internet for him in a way that was tailor-made for
the sensitivity of the architect.
However, the endorsement of this symptomatology
is slightly doubtful as I am not sure whether what the
interpreter said was correct or whether I understood it
as I should have. She was Japanese and I am not sure of
how fluent her Spanish was - let alone her understand-
ing of Spanish idiosyncrasies - because she seemed
determined to pronounce the form of address of señorl
and the well-known surname of this renowned Japan-
ese architect without pausing (without spaces, we
would say graphically), thus creating a word that was
rather unfortunate under the circumstances: «The
señorito believes Tokyo to be the city of the future...
The señorito will inaugurate his media centre of glass
and steel in Sendai on New Year's Eve, with all the
lights coming on at exactly midnight... The señorito
says that water is a fundamental element for him when
it comes to carrying out a project...». All of a sudden,
that subtle phonetic variation managed to alter the
meaning of the words and while the interpreter reduced
herself to being a mere servant - committing a rather
startling social hara-kiri - the architect of the Rising
Sun, owing to this traditional Spanish neologism,
appeared before the audience as a picturesque and
impossible Andalusian landowner.
Suddenly, this oral mistake appeared in the eyes of
the few graphic designers who were present as the visu-
al formula that electronic addresses have made fashion-
able and that we have recently been applying to many
morphological solutions of logos and headlines (Bane
Sabadell, EP[S] (El País Semanal), elBuIIi, eresMas,
BCNeta!, ELTEMPS), and at that precise moment I
1. Señor is the equivalent of 'Mr'. The Japanese interpreter, by
saying the words señor and Ito without pausing, came out with
one word which sounded the same señorito, which literally
means 'master' (as in the form of address) and which in Spanish,
is also used by subordinates when addressing their wealthy
young employers.
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understood what Joyce meant when he wrote that a
spoken word is not the same as a written word.
In short, in the future, the responsibility of words
made up of printed letters in the new city of informa-
tion that is looming will have to be completely shared
by graphic designers and engineers, architects and
industrial designers.
How can we aim to make the forms of this new
civilisation that is appearing on the horizon - and
which was debated in the field of Architecture and
Design in the Encuentro Mundial de las Artes held in
Valencia in October 2000 - a new and splendid aes-
thetic reality that can be used by the public in the immi-
nent and exciting cities of information?
• With a strategic method that will improve the qua-
lity of life, eradicating for once and for all the cultu-
ral and artistic marginalisation typography has been
subject to for five centuries;
• With the aim of improving organisation efficiency,
co-ordinating joint responsibilities between graphic
designers and engineers, architects and industrial
designers once the resulting knowledge - and recog-
nition - of pictotypographic design has been ascer-
tained.
• By means of an innovative action that will improve
competitiveness, such as the one poetically put for-
ward by Toyo Ito, that is, by placing under water
the interrelated feet of graphic designers, engineers,
architects and industrial designers who are committed
to the innovative project of making typographic
design socially profitable.
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